
LEVEL 1 

Click on the icons in the app. Solve the puzzles appearing on the smartphone screen and 

unlock the five hints. These hints lead to a hidden location on the map. The next level 

can be entered by clicking on the exact location on the map. A pop-up will appear if you 

clicked on the right spot. 

The five hints: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

LEVEL 2 

You just entered level two after finding the right location on the map. Click on the icons 

in the app. If you answer all questions correctly, you will receive six numbers and letters 

forming coordinates.  

Write these numbers and letters down in the box down below. 

Once you have found the coordinates, open Wikipedia (website) and enter the 

coordinates in the search bar. Please note: write a dot (.) where the box above has ‘degree’ 

signs or quotation marks. Also, don’t forget to type the comma! 

Wikipedia will show an exact location somewhere on earth. Find this location on the map 

in the game. The next level can be entered by clicking on the exact location on the map. A 

pop-up will appear if you clicked on the right spot. 
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LEVEL 3 

You just entered level three after finding the right location on the map. Click on the 

currency icons in the app. Execute the assignments that pop-up by clicking on 

the currency. Please note: The flag icon must be played last!

View the received objects in the inventory (menu option) once you answered the question 

correctly.  

Who are we looking for? 

Eliminate those individuals we are definitely not looking for by crossing out their names. 



LEVEL 4 

You have just entered level four. Click on the icons in the app. Read the questions that pop-

up by clicking on the icons carefully. Please use this page if necessary.  Please note: The 
flag icon must be played last!

Write down the numbers of the code    Dutch Riddle:
in the box below. 

The map and the maze (belong together) 

Code level 4: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 36 

37 38 39 40 41 42 

43 44 45 46 47 48 

49 50 51 52 53 54 




